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words in the boxes in your exercise book. Listen and
check.

I soiventl t comporin¡-l

I temperatures I t-- sotu-tes -l
ttemperaturesl l--ldutes--l

f-- purel l-rubr-arlce-l f- etement 
__-l

a) 

- 

can be classified into three groups:
mixtures, homogeneous mixtures and _
substances.

Solutions are homogeneous mixtures that
contalna-and_.
Pure substances are either a sinqle or a
single 

-.
d) Every pure 

- 

melts and boils at characteristic

;, Wffi, W Are the sentences true or false? Correct
the false ones in your exercise book. Listen ano
check.

oJ Elements are pure substances.

bJ Compounds are mixtures of two or more
elements.

c) Compounds can be broken down into elements
by boiling.

d) Compounds can be broken down into simpler
substances by chemical change.

t: W.W Look at the components in the five glasses
below. Copy and complete the table in your exercise
book.

I Glass 1: icing sugar + loose sugar

I Glass 2: sand -t- iron filings + flour

E Glass 3: iron filings f iron nails

tr Glass 4: loose sugar + salt * water

I Glass 5:flour f talcum oowder
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i " Wm ffi Copy and complete the sentences with the #,5"r¿ W Choose the correct word. Listen and check.

a) ln a solution, the solvent is the substance that is
present in the largest / smallest amounr.

b) lfie least / most abundant natural solvent is water.

c/ Helium is lighter / heavier than air but liqhter /
heavier than hydrogen.

d,l Compounds can be broken down into simpler /
more complicated substances by chemical change.

e/ During distillation the liquid with the higher /
lower boiling point evaporates first.

W. W What techniques are used to separate the
following? Listen and check.

a,l oil and water

b,l salt and sulphur (sulphur is not soluble in water)

c) alcohol and water

d) sand and gravel

eJ iron and wood

fJ water and salt

9J sodium chloride and sodium carbonate (both are
solids, but sodium carbonate isn't soluble in
water)

Talking points
W;¡.ffi Discuss the questions below in small groups. Use

some of the following phrases:

I (don't) think...

I (don't) believe...

In my opinion...

From my point of view...

aJ What kind of mixture is a salad? Give reasons for
your answer.

b) ls the air we breathe a homogeneous mixture, a
solution or a pure substance? Explain your answer.

cJ How do you know if a liquid that looks
homogeneous is a pure substance or a solution?

d) Although water is a pure substance, in nature it is
usually found as part of a solution. Explain why.

Wffi Explain four separation techniques to your
partner.

Guess which technique your partner is describing.

Example:

A: We pour the mixture through a separatory funnel.

B: Decantina.
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